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White Pine Wilderness Academy had
completed its Summer Vision Quest just one
day prior to my departure for the Green
Mountains of Vermont. Having assisted
those on vision quest and being in close
contact with the enormity of this Right of
Passage, I had been opened completely to
the world. My understanding of the Art of
Mentoring was that it was primarily for
those who work in outdoor education or
want to more deeply connect to the natural
world themselves. I went seeking to improve
both. The packing list was light, my contact
with the outside world was to be limited.
After a beautiful 15 hour drive, I arrived at a
crystal clear lake, dense forest, and mountain terrain. A host of friendly volunteers
welcomed me and gave me my directional
role for the week: South West.
Setting up camp was a joy. Families with
babies and small children camped in the
clearing. Others choose the 3 sided cabins
with mattresses. Some like myself sought
solitude and nestled in past the tree line and
into the forest. Time gradually slowed, and
the sense of urgencies in life were falling
away. “Crow calls” alerted us to gather for
an upcoming announcement, but the urge
to rush was my own as others came and

went unhurriedly. While gathering, someone
led a song to bring in the final stragglers. Not
much was initially expected from first year
adults, just get know the important locations
at camp and get comfortable. Dinner was
the first meal we shared together. Mary, the
beloved Head Cook, prepared baked
chicken with a host of savory sides. Most
ingredients were sourced from local farms
and thanks was given for
the life it was providing
us. We ate family style
that first eventing, passing
around bowls of food
and getting to know
one another.
Over the next 6 days, the
camp transformed itself
into a village. More than
ever before, I understood
what is meant to live a life
in harmony with nature’s
rhythms. “Villagers”
included people of all
ages from infants to
elders. Initiated elders
were present to listen and
guide those seeking
answers. We sang songs
together often and chatted around the fire.
We slept near the earth, and some walked
barefoot. We learned the 8 Shields Model,
others practiced primitive skills. We were
gifted the opportunity to step outside of our
normal mode of operation and relish what
many seek: connection within ourselves, one
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The gravitational center of camp was the
hearth where the fire was tended day and
night. We gathered to tell stories and sing
songs, to work on projects and to prepare
ingredients for the upcoming meal. Each
morning an elder led a dream workshop
while an instructor led a movement exercise.
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Packing to leave and come back home was
simultaneously exciting and difficult. How
was I going to share this experience with
those closest to me? It could not be
explained easily, and words could not do it
justice. However, over time the experience
has settled and continually seeps back in to
my life. A song sung during that week may
enter my mind and I have continued to
research the principles of restorative justice.
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Paul Humes is currently a
member of White Pine helping to
support the North team.

One of my most cherished take aways from
the week was seeing restorative justice in
action. Whether we know it by name or not,
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By the end of the week I had attempted to
fully embody the South West direction. The
SW, for the human life cycle, may be the
time for finding direction. This is a time of
seeking and a call for vision. Happily, I feel a
vision is just what I received.

There was a drum on hand to quicken the
beat of camp, and many laughs were
shared. It was also a place to find healing.
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we are all well acquainted with retributive
justice, or punishment for an offense. “You
do the crime, you pay the time.” However,
restorative justice acknowledges the
offended, the offender, and the community
to which both belong. To see respect and
rehabilitation sought for all parties involved,
offended, offender, and community, is a
powerful vision. At one point the entire
village was affected when someone felt
wronged, and everyone was involved in its
ongoing resolution. Witnessing apologies to
remedy mistakes or wrongdoings was very
powerful and reaffirmed dignity for all.

Elders are the bridge between life and death.
They journey between the worlds and return to bring us the wisdom. - AoM Elder
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another, and the natural world.
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march 18 & 19 / pathways course energetics of western herbalism
may 4th - 7th / high speed survival
sustainability series - noon to 3 pm
second saturday every month
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